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1. Introduction. Tax policy is the key element in state eco-
nomy regulation. Its significance shows during shaping a sup-
portive environment for businesses, supportive investment cli-
mate, innovation processes stimulation. Efficient usage of this
element of financial policy depends on existing tax mechanism,
which significantly influences the economical motivation for dif-
ferent businesses and peculiarities of their financial assurance. 

Using special taxation modes (STM) is a unique feature of
taxation of agricultural enterprises. The latter enable special tax
collection procedure aimed at shaping supportive tax environ-
ment for agricultural business development.

Using STM in general and in agriculture specifically is con-
troversial in science, so the problem of their performance re-
quires additional research.

2. Brief Literature Review. Theoretical and practical
aspects of the taxation in agriculture were considered in
research works of many experts, among which we can highlight
M. Boehlje (1982) [1], R. Durst (2001) [2], L. Ebrill (2011) [3],
R. Halvorse (1991) [4], С. Heady (2002) [5], B. Hill (2007) [6],
I. Rajaraman (2005) [7], J. Savickiene (2013) [8], J. Stiglitz
(1987) [9], A. Tait (1988) [10], H. Veen (2007) [11]. 

Recently, discussions have emerged in Ukraine as to practi-
cal implementation of STM for agriculture [12]. These discus-
sions are mostly about a role of these modes in state financial
support system of agriculture development without a thorough

analysis of their efficiency and weak points. Some authors [13]
consider only a multiple choice of taxation for agricultural produ-
cers in case of STM use, leaving behind macroeconomic
aspects of STM use (i.e. structural changes influence, efficien-
cy, etc.).

It means the necessity of economical grounding enhance-
ment of future use of STM in agriculture of Ukraine and deve-
lopment of directions for efficiency increase for specific produ-
cers’ categories.

3. Purpose of the article is generalization of existing prob-
lems in functioning of special taxation modes of agricultural
businesses, estimation of their efficiency in agriculture of
Ukraine and evaluation of perspectives for their development. 

4. Results. The majority of scientists that are researching
the problem of taxation of agricultural producers, emphasize the
specifics of tax mechanism. In particular, the authors of the
research known as «Exploring agricultural taxation in Europe»
[11] note a significant influence of tax incentives on making pro-
duction and investment decisions in agricultural economy. In
their opinion, this requires use of specific tools, which would
stimulate investment activity at the cost of special tax tools and
levers, in their opinion.

Established researcher of tax problems A. Tate in his work,
which was dedicated to the problems of value added tax (VAT)
collection, also notes an objective foundation of using special
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taxation modes for farmers. He identifies establishment of sim-
ple tax relations for this special category of tax payers as the
key goal [10].

Authors of another research for the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), which is dedicated to VAT functioning problems,
also emphasize that a special approach to shaping taxation
mechanism in agriculture is frequently used [3]. In their opinion,
this is determined by two main factors: first, low rate of record
keeping and tax control difficulty in this branch of industry; se-
cond, the government is not willing to increase food tax (which
will happen in full scale taxation of producers).

Authors of Organisation for Economic Co-operation and De-
velopment (OECD) research, which is dedicated to the taxation
problems and social security [14], mention using special taxa-
tion modes as necessity for farmers as well. In case of this
approach, privileged taxation modes are seen as some alterna-
tive to direct government support programmes of agriculture
development. In their opinion, efficiency of such indirect support
is generally lower comparing to direct budget financing. This is
explained by a lower level of financial control, absence of cor-
responding record keeping and a proper monitoring system of
budget funds, which are managed by businesses in case of
receiving tax privileges. 

This assumption is rather logical as using STM in Ukrainian
agriculture anticipates formation of additional financial resour-
ces for businesses, which makes them specific form of indirect
state support of agricultural production development and the
instrument of investment activity stimulation in the industry
branch. On the other hand, such a form of state support is not
distinguished by a level of financial control, which is common
for direct budget financing programs, and that may negatively
influence the efficiency of this particular instrument of financial
support [1; 4; 6-8]. 

Ukrainian scientists generally agree with the abovemen-
tioned thesis. In particular, T. Yefymenko (2011) emphasizes
special functional characteristics of taxation system in agricul-
ture in conditions of using STM [13].

The key feature of tax mechanism functioning in agriculture
in Ukraine is its relevance to support development of agricultu-
ral economy. This situation is determined by budget resources
deficit and low efficiency of budget support in Ukraine, which is
mostly «determined» by representatives of large businesses. 

In the last fifteen years Special taxation modes have be-
come an inseparable part of the state financial support mecha-
nism of agricultural enterprises development. Instead, mea-
sures of direct budget financing of agriculture development in
the framework of the targeted budget programs practically have
been underfinanced in recent years. 

The special taxation system for agricultural production in
Ukraine is represented, mostly by the following STM: a special
taxation mode for revenue of agricultural business (the single
agricultural tax); a special mode of VAT collection in agriculture
(the VAT accumulation mode, which allows VAT liabilities to re-
main with business under this special mode); other special
taxation modes and taxation procedures (in particular, a special
mode of VAT management in agricultural products processing
sphere, a special taxation mode for revenue of the peasant
household).

Practicing special taxation modes that enable a privileged
procedure of revenue taxation, value added tax collection, cove-
ring resource taxes, etc.) provides shaping substantial additio-
nal financial resources for businesses, which greatly increases
profitability of agricultural activity. 

One of the key components of special taxation of agricultu-
ral enterprises in Ukraine is the fixed agricultural tax (FAT),
which allows revenue tax immunity for those businesses that
keep to the limits established by the state (part of revenue from
agricultural production in the total amount of the general reve-
nue volume). This mode is actually a form of property tax.
Normative monetary land valuation is carried out by means of a
special technique. Nowadays, the average cost of agricultural
land per hectare in Ukraine for taxation purposes is about USD
160 (exchange rate 1 USD = 25 UAH); the average sum of FAT
per one hectare is about 0.24 USD.

When imposed, FAT consisted of twelve mandatory pay-
ments to the state, including social contributions, which in fact,
it served as the only mandatory payment. FAT was planned as
a temporary five-year mode. it was prolonged to 1 January
2010, and at present it is permanent according to the Tax Code
of Ukraine.

In due course, social contributions which were its key com-
ponents and made up 70% of the tax were excluded from FAT,
whereas other substantial changes have not meen made in the
mechanism of its collection. After that, the single tax stopped
functioning as a single mandatory payment from agricultural
producers and its task was to provide agricultural businesses
immunity for paying revenue tax and appropriate control for
finance results from tax agencies.

Imposing a special mode of direct taxation in the end of
nineties was economically wise. Given that the goals were
reached and agricultural businesses profitability (which became
possible because of tax pressure decrease) as well as tax pay-
ment rate was substantially increased (the rate of tax debt
decreased greatly). 

Nevertheless, today’s application of FAT is under scrutiny,
and the necessity of reforming active special mode of direct
taxation is explained by the following reasons:
• during FAT active period the structure of Ukrainian agriculture

changed substantially: currently, we observe an increase in
holding corporations now compared to the beginning of
2000s; special mode was implemented mostly to support
farmers and «traditional» agricultural businesses (meaning
representatives of small and medium-sized agricultural busi-
nesses), which were not associated with vertically integrated
holding companies and made social development of the terri-
tories, where they were operating, important;

• agricultural business profitability increased substantially:
today revenue in some types of agricultural production is
rather high or even higher than in some industries (this main-
ly applies to poultry production and production of certain types
of crops).

• schemes of tax optimization which were not possible at the
time of FAT implementation became widely applied: they pro-
vided minimized tax budgets not only for agricultural business
but also for related businesses (processing and trade busi-
nesses which were in agricultural holding companies), which
led to substantial budget losses.

Tax stimulation through STM in Ukraine is mostly related to
profitability increase and agricultural production volume gain.
The latter is reached through investment amount increase.
However, despite the presence of significant tax incentives in
the form of STM, investment activity in agriculture of Ukraine
has stalled in recent years. Until 2008, the share of agriculture
in the total amount of capital investments was rising steadily –
in 2008 it was UAH 16.7 billion or 7.2% of the total amount. In
the post-crisis period of 2009-2010, the amount of capital
investments in the branch decreased, but in 2011 they reached
almost UAH 18 billion or 7.5% of the total amount in the econo-
my. From 2011, the amount of capital investments in agriculture
was decreasing relatively, and from 2012 onwards it has been
decreasing directly. 

A similar situation was observed in relation to the develop-
ment of food industry investments: the relevant amount was
increasing directly until 2008, but later it was relatively dec-
reasing. As a result, the amount of developed capital invest-
ments in agriculture in 2008 exceeded the indicator in food
industry. In recent years the amount of developed capital in-
vestments has been relatively decreasing, but the decrease is
slower than in agriculture.

A substantial rise of foreign direct investments (FDI) in agri-
culture (cumulatively) was shown until 2009 (directly and rela-
tively), while at the beginning of that year the amount of FDI
was USD 813.3 million or 2.3% of the total amount of FDI in
Ukrainian economy. From 2009, the amount of FDI was practi-
cally permanent until 2013 (approximately USD 730 million),
which is confirmed by annual changes (USD/ million): -20.3
(2009); 45.7 (2010); -25.3 (2011); -12.7 (2012); 38.6 (2013).
From 2014, decreases of volume of the foreign direct invest-
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ment in Ukraine’s agriculture have been ob-
served: during 2014 - from USD 776.9 million as
of January 1, to USD 549 million as of De-
cember 31. Also, during the first quarter of 2015:
from USD 612.3 million as of beginning of the
quarter to 507.7 million as of quarter end.

The part of FDI in agricultural economy in
total has decreased in recent years – from 2.3%
at the beginning of 2009 to 1.3% at the begin-
ning of 2014. FDI are directed more intensively
into food industry (surpassing four times as of
2013-2014).

Tax incentives may be considered effective
if the volume of capital investments exceeds tax
privileges. But in Ukraine in recent years, the
corresponding inequality is not provided. 

A balance between the amount of tax privi-
leges for agricultural producers and capital
investments in agriculture (Figure 1) means that
in 2006-2008 the amount of capital investments
substantially exceeded the amount of indirect
support from special taxation modes (moreover,
it was almost twice as much in 2008). 

However, in 2009-2010 the amount of tax
privileges exceeded capital investments by 1.3-1.5. Starting
from 2010 the amount of capital investments and the amount of
tax privileges are approximately the same (the latter exceed by
5-10%), which corresponds to the situation in 2005-2006, when
investment processes in agriculture were just gaining in growth.
In 2014, the amount of tax privileges for farmers again excee-
ded the amount of capital investment in agriculture.

On the basis of the above, it is possible to say that STM
does not have substantial influence on investment activity in
agriculture.

The main reason for revenue tax immunity for agricultural
businesses (through FAT implementation) were chronic losses
in agriculture in the second half of 1990s. However, today the
profitability of agricultural activity substantially exceeds the pro-
fitability of economic activity in total as well as the profitability of
industrial production.

So, accomplished profitability level of operational activity of
agricultural businesses focuses attention on the problem of
rationality of unlimited immunity to revenue taxation. Moreover,
absence of connection between tax liabilities and activity results
is typical for Ukraine only. In other Eastern European countries,
the contribution of agricultural businesses to the budget is
usually linked to the results of their activity. 

Conducted researches show that practically none of
Eastern European countries with more or less developed agri-
culture is using a similar mode of direct taxation of agricultural
businesses regarding the fact that special taxation modes are
applied in the post-Soviet states. 

However, in Russia, Belorussia and Kazakhstan the use of
special taxation modes requires connection
between tax liabilities and results of business
activity, which are at least related to the
amount of received profit. In Poland special
taxation mode is used on real ground (on the
basis of land registry estimation), but here pre-
vails small scale production, which is consi-
dered accordingly during shaping of taxation
mechanism; the average size of Polish agricul-
tural tax is 2.5 per one centner of oats in value
equivalent (in comparison with Ukraine in 2014
the relevant size was less than 0.03 per one
centner, which is more than two orders of mag-
nitude less) [15].

The remaining current practice of direct
taxation in agriculture will continue to develop
agriculture of Ukraine in the shape of holding
companies with corresponding advantages and
threats to agricultural economy.

Special modes of value added tax collec-
tion are not less important for stimulation of

development of agricultural production in Ukraine. Firstly, this
is about the special mode of VAT collection, which is allowed
by Article 209 of the Tax Code of Ukraine (the accumulation
mode).

The use of special VAT modes causes a significant increase
in financial provision of agricultural enterprises. Subjects of spe-
cial VAT modes have the opportunity to accumulate additional
financial resources, resulting in the amount of their own finan-
cial resources increases to more than half.

Dynamics of the amount of support of agricultural produc-
tion involving special modes of VAT collection (VAT support) is
given in Figure 2.

As seen in Figure 2, the sums of VAT support from 2008 to
2014 were 3.5 times higher, however, until 2010 the rate of
increase was higher than the rate of income rise, but starting
with 2011 the tendency was quite opposite. Excluding the
«anomaly» in 2010 and 2013, the sums of VAT support relative-
ly to net operative income of agricultural businesses varied
within the limits of 9.5-12.0%. In 2013, after a rather steep profi-
tability fall of agricultural production, relation of VAT support to
net operative income decreased to 8%. In 2014, the amount of
VAT support again increased to over 10%. Due to this, signifi-
cantly increases agricultural enterprises’ financial capacity.

Sums of total tax support through special taxation modes in
2008-2013 exceeded those of the total profits of agricultural
enterprises, which were statistically recorded (excluding 2011-
2012, when the profitability of agricultural production was quite
high). In 2014 tax preferences were more than 70% of the pro-
fits of agricultural enterprises.

Fig. 1: Balance between volumes of tax privileges and capital investments in agriculture*

Note: * – Until 2011 – investments in fixed assets; in 2014 – excluding occupied territories
Source: Composed by the Author using the data of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine

(http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua), 
Statistics bulletin «Capital investments in Ukraine» for corresponding years)

Fig. 2: Dynamics of VAT support in relation to operating revenue and VAT support of 

agricultural businesses through special collection modes 

Source: Composed by the Author using the data of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine
(http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua) and the data of the State Fiscal Service of Ukraine (http://sfs.gov.ua)
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The amounts of VAT support in relation to profit of agricul-
tural businesses in 2008-2014 varied within the limits of 55-
95%. By dint of special VAT regime, the amounts of own finan-
cial resources of agricultural enterprises grow at least in half. In
unfavorable 2009 and 2013, with low profitability, the amount of
own financial resources of agricultural enterprises after using of
the special VAT regime almost doubled.

Simultaneously, using the special mode of VAT collection
(the accumulation mode), gives rise to non-uniform allocation of
the sums of such support among certain types of agricultural
products. Inasmuch as the revenue is the key part of added
value, more profitable types of agricultural activity have more
VAT support.

In particular, in 2012 almost 70% of VAT support was for
crops production (however, it is animal production that
requires state support much more). From the whole volume of
UAH 10 billion of VAT support, which related to crops produc-
tion branch, almost 70% was for three types of crops only:
wheat, corn and sunflower. The profitability of the two was
high even without VAT support, with the support it grew by
10.5-12% (these crops generated more than third of total sum
of VAT accumulation). This trend remained unchanged in
2014: larger amounts of VAT support generated more profi-
table types of agricultural products.

However, financial support must be provided primarily to
producers of those types of agricultural products, which are
characterized by low profitability to stimulate the corresponding
activity. So, state resources aimed at financial support are being
spent inefficiently, and the mechanism of such support requires
improvement. To be more specific, this problem should be con-
sidered in scientific papers [16].

Thus, the key problems of VAT special collection mode in
agriculture are the following: heterogeneous financial support
which depends on specialization, suspension of investment
processes, decrease in indirect financial support volume
through VAT accumulation [17].

5. Conclusions. Using STM in agriculture economy was
essential for revival of its potential, increasing dynamics of pro-
duction volume of agricultural products and producers’ profi-
tability. Alongside with that, under the present conditions effi-
ciency of STM in agricultural production is decreasing. The
modern tax policy relevant to agriculture in Ukraine breaks com-
petitive conditions in the branch and causes ineffective budget
expenses in some cases. Improvement of STM should elimi-
nate the current problems due to the maximum possible effi-
ciency of tax liabilities, which are in agricultural businesses
management and optimization of tax applications. 

The economic development of Ukraine shows that there is
no alternative to indirect financial support. Under the conditions
of state financial resources deficit, the government is unable to
provide sufficient amounts of financing for agriculture (com-
pared to the level of state support within common agricultural
policy in the EU). In such circumstances, a refusal to support
development in agriculture through STM is not rational.
Moreover, agriculture is the branch that drives the economy
itself and it is the key to full scale revival of export-oriented sec-
tors of economy. 

A way to improve the STM mechanism is limitation of their
target sphere at the cost of eliminating businesses with high
production profitability or through clear regulation of activity
types that may use support in the form of special taxation. In
our opinion, the state must present certain requirements regar-
ding activities of a particular business before making STM avai-
lable. The optimal way to improve STM in Ukraine for agricul-
ture, in our opinion, is to apply it to small and middle-sized
businesses (depending on activity extent and acreage) only.
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